Breeding Bird Survey

Please read the following terms and conditions and confirm agreement with 'Sign Up' to access Breeding Bird Survey

Terms and Conditions:
In registering or continuing to participate in this British Trust for Ornithology ("BTO", "Us", "We") activity, scheme or survey ("Project") you are agreeing to the following terms and conditions.

Personal data and maintaining contact
These terms and conditions for participation in a project expand on those already agreed to in your Account Registration Agreement in conjunction with our Privacy Policy. More specifically with regard to this project, in order to administer your participation and to verify the data you submit, we may need to be able to contact you (usually by email, overriding any other contact preference regarding receiving email). For some projects, we may need to provide your name and email address to third parties, in case they need to contact you to verify the biological data you submit.

Biological data that you submit to us
A key charitable objective of BTO is to pursue scientific knowledge and conservation outcomes, in the public interest. By submitting contributions of biological and observational data to BTO you grant us perpetual, royalty-free, non-exclusive, sub-licensable permission to use, modify and redistribute the data as we see fit, to further this objective. For some projects, this may include providing data you submit to third parties for the purposes of verification, processing and further analysis and use.

You give us this permission non-exclusively, meaning that you yourself still own your contribution. You may use, distribute or modify your individual contribution in any way you like. However, you do not possess ownership of any BTO dataset itself.

Some BTO projects allow participants to flag certain records as 'sensitive', enabling us to manage the way in which information may be displayed. Subject to project-specific terms and conditions, such 'sensitive' records may be made available to appropriate third parties, according to partnership agreements or at the discretion of BTO.

You may not contribute data to BTO that you neither own, nor have express permission to contribute on behalf of another individual or organisation.